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Where is Ram Khamhaeng's Stupa? 
A Consi_deration of Past and Present Topographical 

· Identifications · 

As historians know, our knowledge of the fat-di!Jtant past seldom arrives in a 
sudden burst of glory, but is more often the result of painstaking research involving the 
work of many scholars. It is not uncommon, of course, for different scholarly efforts 
to result in contradictory conclusion~. and these bring on those heated debates we find 
in academic journals--and ·sometim~s in intellectual confrontatjons of a much more 
personal sort I 

But there is another phenomenon: the historical theory that seems so right and 
so self-evident that the scholarly world ·espouses it' without question. Reiterated 
unanalytically for decades--or possibly centuries-historical theory may crystallize into 
established historical "fact." Sometimes, such a "fact" persists long after new 
research has cast seriou~ doubts about its validity. And, in some cases; new evidence 
may even be bent or manipulated so as not to conflict with esta~lished opinion. 

One example of this crystallization process concerns the identification of the 
stupa (or Buddhist reliquary monument) documented in the oldest-known inscription 
written in the Thai language. Inscription 1, which describes the thirteenth century Thai 
city, Sukhothai, under the reign of its best known ruler, Rani Khainhiicmg, reports that 
Riim Khamhiieng built this stupa iii Sukhothai's sister city, Si Satchanalai. 

Ram Khamhiieng's stupa was evidently an important one--the only one, in 
fact, mentioned in the inscription. Similarly, it is the one stupa attributed to the Riim 
Khamhiieng period in Sukhothai's Inscription 2, dating from the middle of the 
fourteenth century--that is, about one half century after the stupa was built. However, 
neither Inscription 1 nor Inscription 2 gives much detail about the stupa•s construction, 
and we are told nothing at all about its appearance. 

What we are told i~ this: (table 1, passage A): that in the year 128S A. D. Riim 
Khamhiieng had a relic (Phra That) dug up, that ''the relic was buried in the middle of 
Si Satchanalai, and a chedi (stupa) was built on top. The stupa was finished in six 
years. A wall of boulders (phil) enclosing the Phra Maha That was built, and that was 
finished in three years"} 

It should be remembered that the ·word that can mean either a relic, or a stupa 
in which a relic is enshrined. Phra is an honorific term. Phra That in this passage 

Paper presented at a Symposium on Southeast Asian Art, Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies, 
The University of Michigan, March 28, 1987. 
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obviously refers to a relic (or possibly relics), whereas Phra Mahll That, around which 
Ram Khamhaeng built the wall, could refer to either the relic or the stujJa .. (Mahll, of 
cours~ means "great")~ In lnsc)'iption 2 (table 1, passage C), the stupa is called Phra Sz 
Ratana That, 2 an elaboration of Phra That; Si, like phra is an honorific term, and 
ratana, meaning "jewel," is yet another term frequently found in the names of Thai 
stupas and relics. We will return to the Phra Sf Ratana That, noted in table.!, passage 
B, below. 

Inscription l's statement that it took six years to build Ram Khamhaeng's 
stupa, suggests a structure of considerable size. Other than that, the only information 
that helps us to identify the stupa is topographical, that is, that the stupa was built in 
the middle of Si Satchanalai. 

Si Satchanalai is identified today as a walled area about 50 kms. north of 
Sukhothai. A dozen or. so noted writers· have identified Ram Khamhaeng's stupa as the 
monument known today as Chang LS>m (meaning surrounded by elephants), located at 
the approximate center of the walled area. (See table 2, cols. 4, 5. In the table, I refer to 
the walled area as the "hill" area, actually at the foot of the hills). In recent times the 

· hill area and its surroundings have been called "Sawankhalok" --a name that does not 
appear in the Sukhothai inscriptions. . 

But let's get back to Ram Khamhaeng's stupa. It has been recognized for some 
time that the walls surrounding this area date from the fifteenth or sixteenth. century, 3 

that is, some two or three centuries after Ram Khamhaeng is said to have built his 
stupa. Thus the position of the walls c&nnot indicate where the center of Satchanalai 
might have been in the thirteenth century or where the stupa was built. But this has not 
.deterred those writers who still, on the basis of the topographical reference, proclaim 
the Chang q>m/Ram Khamhaeng identification without question. 

Another problem concerning the Ram Khamhaeng/Chang q>m identification 
is that in the past several years some art historians have begun to question a thirteenth 
century date for the Chang Lprn stupa on stylistic grounds. A fifteenth. century date for 
the stupa, as well as for most of the other buildings located within the walled area, has 
been proposed.4 But stylistic anomolies have not done much to shake the old.Ram 
Khamhaeng identification. Some writers who admit to the stylistic problems--but who 
have ignored the topographical uncertainties--have suggested that the Chang L9rn 
stupa that we see today is a reconstruction that does not adhere to"the stupa 's original 
design. 5 Thus, in one form or another, the Chang q>m identification persists. 

Here I am. not going to discuss stylistic matters, but, instead, the identification 
of Inscription 1 's "Si Satchanalai". This topographical datum is, after all, the most 
explicit information we have about Ram Khamhaeng's stupa. 

One other place name mentioned in Inscription 1 is relevant to our discussion. 
This second name, "Chaliang," occurs in a passage (table 1, passage B), separate from 
the one documenting the stupa at the center of Satchanalai. But like the Satchanalai 
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passage, the passage refers to a place, (' 'Chaliang' ') at the middle of which a that, i.e., 
a stupa or.relic was located. As in Inscription 2, (table 1, passage C), the that is called, 
honorifically, Phra Si Ratana That. 6 

Inscription 1 's "Chaliang" (table 2, coi:2) is usually identified today as an area 
nestled in a bend of the Yom River, southeast of the hill area. The .. Phra Si Ratana 
Maha That, is identified as the large prang, or Khmer-inspired monument situated 
near the center of the river bend area. 

It is also in the river bend that we find the wall generally identified as the one 
Ram Khamhaeng is reported to have built around the Phra That in table 1, passage A. 
The wall is unique; constructed of large bqulders, it is the only wall anywhere that fits 
Inscription 1 's specification of pha in the construction. 7 I do not see any reason to 
question this identification; nor do I know of others who have done so. The wall 
surrounds the prang identified as the Phra Si Ratana Maha That--the Stupa of the 
Great Relic. 

Inscription 1 does not tell us where Ram Khamhiieng dug up hi& relic. But the 
most often expressed scholarly explanation is that he removed it from the Phra Sf 
Ratana Maha That in the river bend. According to this theory, after-digging up the relic 
and building a new stupa (Chang Lpm) to hold it, Ram Khamhaeng built his wall 
around the site where the relics had formerly been. 8 The theory is cumbersome, and as its 
proponents admit. it is a little shocking that Ram Khamhaeng would have robbed a 
stupa of its relics.9 The interpretation is required; of course, if one accepts the 
present-day identifications of Inscription 1 's "Satchanalai" as Sawankhalok's hill area 
and "Chaliang" as the river bend. 

What I will suggest here is ·that passages A and B and, therefore, 
"Satchanalai" and "Chaliang," refer, not io two different sites but to one area--the 
area at Sawankhalok's river bend. As mentioned above, there is no problem with 
identifying the wall as Ram Khamhieng's, and although the Maha That that we see 
today is the product of fifteenth- and eighteenth - century reconstructions, it is 
-:ommonly thought that its earliest state dates from the Ram Khamhiieng period or 
earlier. 10 

True, like the names "Satchanalai" and "Chaliang" in the inscription, 
Sawankhalok's hill and river bend areas st1ggest tw'o distinct settlements. They are 
about two km. apart, and each· site is centered on its own cluster of ceremonial 
buildings. Howe':er, the two areas are contiguous, and a dirt road lined with small 
houses, a few shops, and some ancient temple ruins connects the river bend with the 
hills. Local inhabitants with whom I have t8lked have no idea where the dividing line 
between "Chaliang~' and "Satchanalai" might be. A Thai chronicle, the Phong
sawadan Npa, which dates from the post-Sukhothai period but recounts the legendary 
history of Satchanalai, notes a temple, Wat Khok Singkhiram, as having been located 
in the center of Satchanalai.11 Wat Khok Singkhiram is a monastery, situated roughly 
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half way betweenSawankhalok'shill area and the river bend. It is my opinion that the center 
of Satchanalai at an earlier time was located even farther to the east, i.e. at the river 
bend. The growth of the settlement from east to west, in this elongated pattern is easily 
explained by the site's proximity-to the river, which forms a natural barrier against 
expansion in a more conventional manner. Moreover, the area is heavily silted, 
suggesting that flooding may have necessitated a move away from the river bend to a 
more protected area. 

In order to understand the present-day identifications of "Satchanalai" and 
"Chaliang" as two separate areas, it is helpful to consider how the distinction came 
about. The distinction appears to have been made first in the twentieth century. 

At the end of the nineteenth century there was little consensus about the 
location of "Satchanalai," and "Chaliang" had not been identified at all. (See table 2, 
cols.3, 4.) As late as 1901, Aymonier noted that "Satchanalai" was a forgotten city, its 
whereabouts unknown. 12 Between 1885 and 1895, Schmitt13 and Fournereau14 at 
various times had identified "Satchanalai" with Kamphaeng Phet (well over 100 kms. 
to the south) and with Sawankhalok-the identification that would eventually take 
hold. Aymonier, while admitting that either of these identifications was possible, 
suggested Sukhothai as a third alternative, and, in the end, concluded that 
identification was impossible.15 · 

In the early twentieth century, things became more certain. In 1906, 
Vajiravudh, King Rama VI visited Sukhothai and Sawankh~ok, and in his thieo 
M\iang Phra Ruang.- published in 1907, explained Sawankhalok's ruins--both at the 
river bend and the hill area--in terms of references to "Si Satchanalai" in the Thai 
inscriptions and in" the chronicles.16 At about the same time, in 1907 and 1908, the 
French archaeologist Lajonquiere also visited Sawankhalok and, like King Rama VI, 
concluded that the extensive ruins could only be the inscriptional "Si Satchanalai." 
Lajonquiere noted thai Sawankhalok's inhabitant's still referred to the ·area as 
"Satchanalai" and that at least one nineteenth century map referred to the area by that 
name. Understandably, when he published his conclusions in 1909 and 1912, he 
questioned why the Sawankhalok/Satchanalai identification had not been made much 
sooner.17 

But, although in the first decade of the twentieth century the Satchanalai/ 
Sawankhalok identification was well-established, the identity of Inscription 1's 
"Chaliang" was still unknown. In 1909, the same year that Lajonquiere published his 
conclusions, Bradley, quoting the most tenowned of Thai historians, Prince Damrong, 
suggested that Chaliang had been located at tv®ang L9ng, near Kakhon Sawan, some 
200 kms. sQuth of Sawankhatok.18 Thus, with "Cnaliang" not yet in the picture, 
historians, like Sawankhalok's inhabitants, still considered the hill and river areas one 
entity. In 1906 King Rama VI suggested the lotus-bud stupa known as l:hedi Chet 
Thileo, just east of Ching Lpm, in the hill area, as Rim Khamhieng's stupa. 19 
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Lajonquiere, in 1909 thought Ram Khamhaengs stupa was the large octagonal stupa 
just west of the Phra Si Maha That, at the river bend. 20 

As far as I have been able to determine, it was not until the 1920s that 
"Chaliang" came to be associated with Sawankhalok. The first reference I have 
found is in a lecture that Reginald Le May presented to the Siam Society in 1924 
(published in JSS in 1925).21 LeMay, like Bradley, quoted Prince Damrong. According 
to Le May, Prince Damrong now thought that Inscription 1's "Chaliang" was an old 
name for Sawankhalok before Satchanalai was founded (not located at Mjiang L9ng, 
as he had previously thought). B~t as far as I know, Prince Damrong's theory was not 
published in .full until 1944, twenty years after· Le May's lecture, (and, sadly, a 
year after the Prince's death). It was during those previous twenty years that scholars 
began to chop Sawankhalok (locally called "Satchanalai") into two parts and call one 

. part "Satchanalai," the other "Chaliang". 
In Prince J?amrong's 1944 book, Nithlm Borankhadi, he would explain 

"Chaliang" and "Si Satchanalai" on the basis of a meticulous study of Thai chronicles 
and inscriptions. Prince Damrong's research disclosed that the chronicles, which 
(unlike the Sukhothai inscriptions) date from the post~Sukhothai period, all refer to 
either "Satchanalai" or to "Chaliang"--never to both. The inclusion of one name or the 
other in connection with other Thai place names in the chronicles led to the conclusion 
that both "Chaliang" and "Satch~alai" referred to the same place--Sawankhalok. 
Furthermore, Prince Damrong co_ncluded that "Si Satchanalai" was not only a newer 
name than ''Chaliang,'' b~t also an official ;honorific one (khrjlang pradap phra kiat 
yot) coined by Ram Khamhaeng. 22 

If the theory is correct, then it would not be surprising for the old popular 
name, "Chaliang," to continue in use long after the new, official name had been 
devised. Nor is it improbable that, in different contexts, both names could have been 
used in the Sukhothai inscriptions to refer to the same place. Who of us has not 
vacillated at times between "Ceylon" and "Sri Lanka"; "Cambodia" and 
"Kampuchea"; or "Siam" and "Thailand" ! Although "Satchanalai," the official 
name, was the name most often used in the inscriptions dating from the Sukhothai 
period, three inscriptions, nos.1, 2, ,and 38, refer to both "Satchanalai" and 
"Chaliang. " 23 

But in the twenty years between the time Le May first quoted Prince 
·Damrong's theory (in 1924), and the time that it was explained in full (in 1944), the 
scholarly bisection of Sawankhalok into "Satchanalai" and "Chaliang" had been 
performed. 

Paradoxically; this turn of events can be traced to Prince Damrong himself. In 
1926, ·just two years after Le May gave his lecture, Prince Damrong published his 
well-known Tamnan Phra Phuttha Chedi, one of the most widely-read and widely
quoted works ever written on Thai history. In the Tamnan, Prince Damrong attempted 
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to trace the history of Buddhism in Thailand back to the religion's founding in India in 
the sixth century B.C. His concetn here was with the broad sweep of history-with 
India, Sri Lanka, and Burma--not with the niiltutiae of place names in Sukhothai 
inscriptions. · 

Describing the spread of Theravada Buddhism from Sri La~ka to Siam, 
Prince Damrong noted the similarity between what is considered Sri Lanka's. most 
important Buddhist monument, the Mahathiipa, and Sawankhalok's Chang L9m 
stupa:24 Both are dome-shaped monuments and both are surrounded by statues of 
elephants. In the 1920s, Sukhothai art was considered to be much older than we now 
think, and Sawankholok's hill area was considered contemporary with Ram 
Khamhaeng. In the context of Indian and Sinhalese architectural history, the Chang 
Lpm stupa must have seemed a natural selection for the most important religious 
monument of the Ram Khamhaeng period. It was also in the Tamnlm Phra Phuttha 
Chedi that Prince Damrong--again, without reference to the complexities of place 
names--identified Inscription 1 's Phra Si Ratana That at "Chaliang" with the prong 
surrotmded by Ram Khamhaeng's wall at the river bend (passage B).25 The last two .. 
chapters of the 1926 Tamnan Phra Phuttha Ohedi (which contain the Chang 
L9m/Mahathiipa comparison) have been published in English twice--in 1962 and in 
1973.26 The first seven chap.ters, which deal with the history of Buddhism before it was 
introduced into Siam--and which places the Chang LC>m identification in the proper 
historicaiJ?erspective--have not been translated into English. Nor has the 1944 Nitha'! 
Borankhadi, in which Prince Damrong's explained his old name/new name theory. 
Beginning in the 1940s, a comparison between Sri Lanka's Mahathiipa and the Chang
Lpm Stupa has been included in most western-language works on Thai art. 27 The visual 
analogy between the two monuments has done a lot, I think, to establish--irrationally-
the firm Chang q;m/Ram Khamhaeng identification. 

Today we must ·challenge the identification. As noted above, recent art 
historical studies suggest that it was the river bend area, not the hill area, that was 
contemporary with Ram Khamhaeng. The monument identified by Prince Danirong as 
Inscription 1 's Phra Si Ratana That, or Temple of the Great Relic, is the logical choice 
for Ram Khamhaeng's stupa. Since a thirteenth century date for the early state of the 
monument is not disputed/11 the identification resolves stylistic controversies. And no 
longer is it 1;1ecessary to believe that Ram Khamhaeng robbed the Phra Maha That of its 
relic. The identification reunites Ram Khamhaeng's relic, wall, and stupa at the same 

. site. 
Before I close, Piriya Krairiksh's recent research (table 2, line 25) should also 

be mentioned. Dr. Krairiksh, like me, considers the Maha That ih Sawankhalok's river 
bend to be Ram Khamha~ng's stupa. 29 But our opinions about "Chaliang" and 
"Satchanalai" are surprisingly different. 

According to Dr. Krairiksh, Inscription 1 is a fabrication dating from the 
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post-Sukhothai period: thus, it cannot tell us anything about Rim Khamhieng's stupa 
(or about anything else, for that matter).30 And (although Chaliang is mentioned in 

·two fourteenth century inscriptions--one referring to it as a large city),31 Dr. Krairiksh 
contends that ''Chaliang'' did not flourish until late fifteenth century. Thus, he thinks 
that Rim Khamhieng's "Chaliang" can only refer to Sawankhalok's hill area, which 
other scholars call ~•satchanalai". And '$atchanalai" for Dr. Krairiksh is the river 
bend, which other scholars call "Chaliang". 32 · 

So, in spite' <>f my agreement with Dr,.· Krairiksh about chronology and Rim 
Khamhieng's stupg, I must end my paper with controversy. Given the disputed 
authenticity of Inscription 1, the controversy is a major one, its resolution crucial to 
any real understanding of early Thai history. But t~e consensus about Rim 
Khamhieng's stupa is heartening. Whether or not the river bend Maha :rhat 
identification will ever entirely supplant the old Ching q;m theory only time can tell. 

TABLEt 

Betty Gosling 
VisitiQS Scholar, Horace Rackham 

School of Graduate Studies, 
The University of Michigan 

Inscriptional Reference to Rim Kbambieng's Stupa 

Passage A: Inscription 1, side 4, lines 4-8. 

(In 1285) "he caused the Phra Thllt to be dug up so that everyone could see it. The Phra Thill was 
worshipped for a month and six days, and was buried in the middle of the city/country of Si Salchanalai. A 
lhldl (slupa), was built on top of it, and the construction took six YelP'S. A wall of boulders (phil) was built 
around the Phra Mahil Thill and that was finished in three years". 

Passage 8: Inscription 1, side 3, lines 22-23. 

"There is an inscription in the city/country of Chaliang, erected by the Phra S1 Ratana Thiil". 

Passage C: Inscription 2, side 1, lines 36-37. 

"A son of Phi Khun sr lndradit named Phi Khun Rlmarlja .... built Phra S1 Ralana Thill in the 
middle of Si Satchanalai". 
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TABLE:Z 

Identification of "Challang," "Satehanalal," and Rim Khamhieng's Stupa 

Source Date "Chaliang" "Satchanalai" RK Stupa 

Sehmitt1 1885-1894 doesn't know Kamphaeng Phet, 
Sawankhalok 

Fournereau2 1895 Kamphaeng Phet 
Aymonier3 1901 no( sure, maybe 

Sukhothai 
Vajiravudh4 1907 Sawankhalok 

v 
C. Chet Thieo (hill) 

BradleY' 1909 Myang L9ng* Sawankllalok 
(nr. N. Sawan) 

Lajonqui~re6 1910 1912 Sawankhalok octagonal stupa (river bend) 
river bend & hill 

Coed~s7 1920 river bend octagonal stupa (river bend) 
Le May8 1924/5 Sawankhalok river bend & hill 

(old name)* "(new name)* 
Coed~9 1924 riverbend* hill* 
Wood10 1926 river bend & hill 
Damrong11 1926 river bend hill Ching L9m (hill) 
Claeys12 1931 river bend hill 
le May13 1938 hill Ching Lqm 
Coed~14 1944 Sawankhalok Ching L9m 
Damrong15 1944 river bend river bend hill 

(old neme) (new name) 
Coed~s16 1956 river bend hill Ching L9m 
Griswold17 .1967 river bend 
Boisselier18 1975 river bend hill Ching L9m 
Chand19 1976 Sawankhalok hill and. Ching Lqm 

surroundings 
Gatellie~ 1978 river bend hill Ching Lym 
Subhadradis21 1979 river bend hill Ching L9m•• 
Promsak22 1979 river bend & hill Ching L9m 
Stration Scott23 1981 river bend hill Ching L9m 
Van Beek, Tettoni24 1985 river bend hill Ching L9m 
Woodward25 1985 hill Ching Lqm•• 
Krairiksh26 1985 1986 hill river bend Mahathat (river bend) 
Gosling 1987 riV\:r bend & hill river bend & hill jl.iahathat (river bend) 

(old name) (new name) 

• Prince Damrong quote. 
•• Pershaps in an earlier form. 
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